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ABSTRACT 
 
This paper presents the 2014 neutronic tests performed on CDTN’s TRIGA IPR-R1 research reactor. Such tests 
are performed annually, as prescribed by the Safety Analysis Report.  The three control rods, Regulating, Shim 
and Safety, were calibrated and their worth determined to be 0.52 $, 3.08 $ and 2.78 $, respectively.  The Shim 
rod takes 0.44 s to shutdown the reactor and the Safety rod 0.48 s.  The maximum reactivity insertion rates are 
48 pcm/s by the Shim rod and 46 pcm/s by the Safety rod.  Total reactivity excess is 1.88 $.  The temperature 
reactivity coefficient determined is -0.94 cent/ºC.  A reactivity insertion of 0.71 $ is necessary in order to 
achieve the licensed maximum reactor power of 100 kW.  Reactivity losses due to xenon poisoning, after 
operating for 8 h at maximum power, is 0.20 $, and the insertion of a void tube in the Central Thimble 
corresponds to 0.22 $.  A significant amount of reactivity is required to overcome the temperature effect and 
allow the reactor to operate at full power for extended periods of time.  Given all these reactivity losses, a new 
fuel element should soon be added to the core in order to increase the reactivity excess.  Adding this new fuel 
element to the C ring and moving the element withdrawn from that position to the F ring, replacing a graphite 
dummy element, would increase 45.5 cents in the reactivity excess worth.  Calculations and experimental 
results will be used to optimize a new core configuration for the reactor.  
 
 

1. INTRODUCTION 
 
The licenced thermal power of the TRIGA IPR-R1 research reactor, at the Nuclear 
Technology Development Center - CDTN, Belo Horizonte, Brazil, is 100 kW.  Several 
neutronic tests were done in the reactor in order to ensure its safety, as determined in TRIGA 
IPR-R1’s Safety Analysis Report [1].  This paper reports the results of a set of periodic 
experiments performed as part of achieving this goal.  The following quantities were 
determined: control rods worth; the time required for the control rods to drop into the core; 
the excess reactivity and shutdown margin; the maximum reactivity insertion rate by the 
control rods; fuel temperature reactivity coefficient; the reactivity losses due to xenon 
poisoning, power increase and a void inserted in the Central Thimble of the reactor core.  In 
order to keep the reactor operating at full power for long periods of time, it was determined, 
through a reactivity balance, that it will be soon necessary to increase the excess of reactivity 
by adding a new fuel element in the core.  Such new core configuration will have 64 fuel 
elements, comprised of the 59 original Al-clad elements and 5 newer Stainless-Steel-clad fuel 
elements.  Balance calculations did not consider losses caused by 235U burnup, sample 
irradiations and experimental facilities put in the reactor.  Calculations and experimental 
results will be used to optimize a new core configuration for the reactor. 
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2. IPR-R1 TRIGA REACTOR 
 
TRIGA IPR-R1 reactor core consists of a lattice of cylindrical fuel-moderator elements, in 
which the zirconium-hydride moderator is homogeneously combined with 20 % enriched 
uranium, and graphite elements.  The core configuration has 63 fuel elements (59 Al-clad and 
4 SS-clad elements) arranged in five concentric rings.  The spaces between fuel elements are 
filled with water that acts as coolant and moderator.  Reactor power level is controlled by 
three neutron-absorbing boron carbide rods: Regulating, Shim, and Safety.  The reactor is 
equipped with three experimental and irradiation facilities: rotary specimen rack, pneumatic 
transfer tube, and central thimble.  Four channels monitor the power of the reactor and their 
rate of change.  One fission chamber feeds the Start-up channel, two compensated ionization 
chambers feed the Linear and Logarithmic (Log N) channels, and one non-compensated 
ionization chamber feeds the Percent Power channel.  A schematic view of the core 
configuration is shown in Figure 1 [1, 2, 3]. 
 
 

 

 
 

Figure 1:  IPR-R1 TRIGA core configuration. 
 
 

3. CONTROL ROD WORTH AND DROP TIME 
 
The control rods were calibrated by the positive period method.  The Shim and Safety rods 
were intercalibrated; the idea is to measure one control rod in presence of another rod, used 
for compensating the reactivity introduced by step withdrawal of the measure rod.  The 
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reactivity measurements were performed at a power of less than 25 W, so the temperature 
increase during the experiment was negligible. Integral worth of the Regulating, Shim and 
Safety rods as a function of their positions are shown graphically in Figures. 2, 3, and 4, 
respectively.  The Regulating, Shim and Safety rods worth are 0.52 $, 3.08 $ and 2.78 $, 
respectively [4]. Shim and Safety rods have sufficient reactivity worth to shut down 
independently the reactor, 
 
The control-rod-drive assemblies are connected to the rack through an electromagnet and 
armature.  In the event of a power failure or scram signals, the control rod magnets are de-
energized and the rods fall into the core.  The time required for a rod to drop into the core 
from the full out position is about 1 second [1].  Experimentally, this time was estimated 
through the analysis of the power decrease curve obtained after the shutdown with each of the 
rods.  The values obtained for the Shim and the Safety rods are 0.44 s and 0.48 s, respectively 
[4].  
 
 

 
 

Figure 2:  Integral curve of the Regulating control rod. 
 
 
 

 
 

Figure 3:  Integral curve of the Shim control rod. 
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Figure 4:  Integral curve of the Safety control rod. 
 
 

4. REACTIVITY EXCESS AND SHUTDOWN MARGIN  
 
Reactivity is a measure of the departure of a reactor from criticality.  The reactivity is related 
to the value of keff.  Reactivity is a useful concept to predict how the neutron population of a 
reactor will change over time.  Reactivity excess (ρexc) of the core was experimentally 
determined from control rod worth critical positions, at low power, and from their calibration 
curves.  The average value obtained was 1.88 $ [4]. 
 
The shutdown margin is normally defined as negative reactivity by which the reactor is 
subcritical if all control rods were fully inserted in the core except the most reactivity-worthy 
one.  By this requirement it is provided that the reactor can be made subcritical even if one of 
the control rods fails.  The shutdown margin is equal excess reactivity minus sum of all 
control rods worth, except the most reactive one.  Based on this definition, the value 
determined was 1.42 $ [4]. 
 
 
5. MAXIMUM REACTIVITY INSERTION RATE BY SHIM AND SAFETY RODS 

 
The maximum reactivity insertion rate by control rods can be estimated by the integral curves 
of the rods.  The control rods have the maximum differential reactivity worth close to the 
middle point.  Taking the interval close to the middle point that appears in the curves like a 
straight line and in which the maximum inclination occurs, the maximum reactivity insertion 
rate can be estimated by: 
 

∆𝜌
𝑆 !"#

=   
∆𝜌
∆𝑥   𝑉 

 
Where Δρ and Δx are the reactivity and position changes of the rods in the considered 
interval, respectively.  The values of the shim and safety rods velocity are VSafety = 0.47 cm/s 
and Vshim = 0.48 cm/s, respectively [1].  The dimensions of the control rods are 22.2 mm 
outside diameter and the total and useful lengths are equal 51 cm and 38 cm, respectively [1].  
The Shim rod maximum reactivity insertion rate determined was 48 pcm/s and 46 pcm/s for 
the Safety one [4]. 
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6. REACTIVITY LOSSES 
 
Nuclear reactors must have sufficient excess reactivity to compensate the negative reactivity 
feedback effects such as those caused by temperature, pressure, fuel burnup, void, poisoning 
production, and so on. 

6.1. Increasing Core Temperature 
 
As the temperature of the fuel rises, a negative increase in reactivity is perceived by the core, 
causing the power rise rate to slow down and eventually make the reactor critical.  
Consequently, power level reaches a maximum and stabilizes.  Such negative temperature 
coefficient, inherent to TRIGA fuel was experimentally determined as -0.94 ¢/°C [4]. 
 
Operationally, reactor power is measured but fuel temperature is not.  The power coefficient 
is a handy quantity for studying the behavior of the reactor as output power changes.  It is 
defined as the change in reactivity caused by temperature effects when power increases from 
zero power to full power.  The reactivity needed to operate the IPR-R1 reactor at 100 kW, or 
the power defect, is 0.71 $ [4]. 

6.2. Xenon Poisoning  
 
During the course of operation of a nuclear reactor, some fission products absorb neutrons.  
The accumulation of fission products reduces the multiplication factor k.  Xenon-135 is one 
of the main culprits, because it has large cross section for thermal-neutron absorption.  After 
8 hours of operation at 100 kW, the value of the negative reactivity introduced in the reactor 
TRIGA was around 20 cents [5].  The effect of the xenon growth after the reactor shutdown 
can be considered worthless in reactors that have fluxes up to 1013 n.cm-2.s-1. 

6.3. Void in the Central Thimble 
 
The reactor was first made critical.  Then a void was inserted at the Central Thimble, which 
resulted in a change in reactivity.  The system was brought back to the critical state with a 
calibrated control rod.  Thus, the change in the reactivity due to the inserted simulated void 
was determined by the change in the position of the calibrated control rod.  
 
Due to the flux increase from the core edge to the central flux region, the insertion of a void 
into the central flux is expected to induce a much larger reactivity than when the same 
volume of void is inserted into the graphite reflector.  This is confirmed by the experiments 
shown in [5].  The insertion of void in the Central Thimble (higher flux) induces a larger 
reactivity loss, 22.0 cents [5]. 

6.4. Fuel Burnup 
 
The decrease of reactivity caused by the fuel burnup is very small, about 15 cents per year 
[6].  Therefore, in the final balance of reactivity this value is not to be considered because 
other ones are more significant. 
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6.5. Samples Irradiation and Experimental Facility 
 
The effects on the reactivity associated with samples irradiation and insertion or removal of 
experimental facilities from the reactor core are difficult to quantify.  Experience in reactor 
operation shows that only irradiations of strongly absorbing samples inserted in the Central 
Thimble can cause considerable interference on the core reactivity worth. 
 
 

7. REACTIVITY BALANCE 
 
In [7] experimental values of the fuel element reactivity worth inserted in different rings were 
obtained.  Table 1 shows the average change in reactivity, Δρ, per ring, obtained when a 
burned up aluminum clad fuel element is replaced with a new stainless steel clad fuel 
element.  Those values were determined from the difference in the critical position of the 
control rods when the measured element was inserted in and withdrawn from the core.  The 
results show that the fresh stainless steel clad fuel element inserted in C ring has the greatest 
reactivity worth change.  The highest value of 39 cents was obtained by substituting a 
graphite element in the F21 position for fresh Al-clad fuel element [7].  
 
 

Table 1:  Average reactivity change per ring [7] 
 

Ring Δρ  
(cents) 

B 2.4 
C 6.5 
D 4.0 
E 3.1 

 
 
Table 2 provides a guide of the reactivity magnitude effects associated with the IPR-R1 
TRIGA reactor operation during a period of eight hours at 100 kW, with a void inserted in the 
Central Thimble.  The total negative reactivity inserted is 1.13 $.  Considering that the current 
reactivity excess of the core is 1.88 $, then 0.75 $ is left to compensate others negative effects 
on reactivity.  Because of all these reactivity losses, a new fuel element soon should be added 
to the core in order to increase the reactivity excess.  In [8], was done the balance between all 
reactivity losses and the reactivity excess available in the reactor, at that time, considering 
100 kW and the future 250 kW reactor power.  
 
On a first approach, the substitution of one aluminum clad fuel element in ring C for fresh 
stainless steel clad one would increase the core reactivity in about 6.5 cents.  The removed 
fuel element added to the periphery of the core, replacing graphite dummy elements in the 
ring F, would result in adding approximately 39 cents.  Then the total core reactivity gain 
would be, approximately, 45.5 cents. 
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Table 2:  Reactivity losses of the IPR-R1 TRIGA reactor 
 

Reactivity Specification Reactivity Loss 
($) 

Power 0.71 
Xenon-135 0.20 
Void in the Central Thimble 0.22 
Total Losses 1.13 
Reactivity Excess  1.88 
Balance 0.75 

 
 

8. CONCLUSIONS  
 
The neutronic experiments were performed as described in TRIGA IPR-R1’s Safety Analysis 
Report, which prescribes their annual repetition in order to ensure the safety of the reactor.  
The control rods were calibrated by positive period method and the worth of the Regulating, 
Shim and Safety rods are 0.52 $, 3.08 $ and 2.78 $, respectively.  They allow complete 
control of the reactor during operation from shutdown condition until full power; the Shim 
and Safety rods have sufficient reactivity worth to shut down the reactor independently.  The 
obtained time of about 0.5 sec for the rods scram is quite adequate.  The maximum reactivity 
insertion rate of 48 pcm/s was obtained by the Shim rod, less than the maximum limit 
allowed of 100 pcm/s.  The current core reactivity excess worth obtained is 1.88 $, and the 
shutdown margin, with the most reactive rod stuck out of the core, is 798 pcm, hence, greater 
than the minimum safety limit required (200 pcm). 
 
The inherent safety of the reactor arises from the prompt negative temperature reactivity 
coefficient, whose measured value is -0.94 ¢/°C, which effectively limits the power when 
reactivity is suddenly inserted.  The reactivity need to overcome the temperature and allow 
the IPR-R1 reactor to operate at 100 kW is around 0.71 $.  The negative reactivity introduced 
in the reactor by the xenon poisoning, after eight hours operation at 100 kW, is 0.20 $, and 
the highest negative value of reactivity introduced by the void is 22 cents in the Central 
Thimble of the reactor core. 
 
Based on all these reactivity losses soon should be necessary to increase the reactivity excess, 
ρexc, adding one more fuel element in the core, to allow the reactor operation at full power for 
long periods of time.  For example, load this new fuel element in the C ring and moving the 
withdrawn element from that position to the F ring, replacing a graphite dummy element, the 
reactivity excess worth would increase in 45.5 cents.  The experimental results and 
theoretical calculations will be used to optimize the new reactor core configuration.  The 
maximum excess reactivity in the core, above a cold, clean, critical, and compact core 
condition, allowed for the TRIGA Mark I reactor is 3 $ (1, 3). 
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